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Abstract: Association Rule Mining (ARM) is a one of the significant technique to find correlation, casual patterns from large dataset. The association
rule mining algorithms work in two phases, namely frequent itemset generation and rule generation. Frequent itemset is an itemset whose support is
greater than user-specified minimum support and rule generation: Association rule shows how frequently a itemset occurs in a transaction by using
minimum support and confidence. These association relationships can help in decision making for the solution of a given problem. Fuzzy ARM is a
variant of classical association rule mining. Classical association rule mining uses the concept of crisp sets. The crisp set is based on Boolean values
either the item is present or not. Because of this reason classical association rule mining has several drawbacks. To overcome those drawbacks the
concept of fuzzy ARM has introduced. In fuzzy ARM, each element is given a degree of membership value and range from 0 -1 based on a user given
membership values, frequent itemsets are generated. Fuzzy association rule mining (Fuzzy ARM) uses fuzzy logic to generate interesting association
rules. The main objective of this work is to compare the existing fuzzy association rule algorithms namely Genetic, SLAVE, Fuzzy Frequent Itemset,
Multiple Fuzzy Frequent Itemset with four performance metrics such as number of frequent items ,rules ,execution time and memory space .From the
analysis Multiple Fuzzy Frequent Itemset produced the best result.
Index Terms: Fuzzy ARM, Genetic Algorithm, SLAVE, FFI, MFFI
——————————  ——————————

1 INTRODUCTION
Fuzzy Logic is a computational model in mathematical form
which represents and manipulates the information they are
resembled as human communication and reasoning
processes. The Fuzzy Logic (FL) was designed by L. Zadeh
to handle uncertainty and imprecision. Fuzzy systems are
based on Fuzzy Logic and fuzzy set theory which provide a
consequential addition to traditional logic. According to
Zadeh [4] degree of knowledge representation can be
improved with the use of linguistic variables. The bivalent
logic is used in Conventional approach of knowledge
representation which has major limitations like handling
imprecision and uncertainty [4]. Fuzzy ARM discovers
meaningful knowledge in Fuzzy expert systems [1]. The
collection of fuzzy membership functions and rules are used
in Fuzzy expert systems, which deals with ranges of values
instead of Boolean logic. The rules in a fuzzy expert system
are similar to ARM for example following: ―If you are sick
then visit doctor‖ Fuzzy association rule has two parts, an
antecedent (if) and a consequent (then). An antecedent is
an item found in the data. A consequent is an item that is
found in combination with the antecedent [1] [2]. Whereas
in Boolean logic data attributes are measured in terms of
yes or no, in other words positive or negative only. So it
never allows the dissimilar field of solutions. There are
many fuzzy logic techniques which are applied in fuzzy
ARM to discover frequent items and rules [3]. Association
rule mining algorithms can be divided in two basic classes;
these are BFS like algorithms and DFS like algorithms [4].
In case of BFS, at first the minimum support is
determined for all itemsets in a specific level of depth, but
in case of DFS, it descends the structure recursively
through several depth levels.
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Both of these can be divided further in
two sub
classesthese are counting and intersecting. Apriori
algorithm [5] falls under the counting subclass of BFS
class algorithms. Apriori algorithm was the first attempt to
mine association rules from a large dataset [6]. The
algorithm can be used for both, finding frequent patterns
and also deriving association rules from them. FP-Growth
algorithm [7] falls under the counting subclass of DFS class
algorithms. These two algorithms are the popular example
of the classical association rule mining. Association rule
mining can be classified as in the following figure, The idea
of fuzzy ARM approach is determined as effective mining in
quantitative data frequently occurred in databases. There
are many Algorithms for mining quantitative association
rules have previously been developed in classical ARM.
Separating an attribute of data into sets casing certain
ranges of values, which come across the sharp boundary
problem. The fuzzy logic has been introduced in association
rule mining to overcome this problem [2] [3] [4].

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
Tzung- Pei Hong et.al. [2] Presented an effective Gradual
Data- Reduction Strategy for Fuzzy Item set Mining, Data
mining, fuzzy data mining, fuzzy frequent Item set and
pruning. Here gradual data reduction concept along with
fuzzy mining approach was used to increase the efficiency
of finding frequent fuzzy item sets in quantitative databases
SwatiKar et.al. [4] Compared two genetic fuzzy algorithms:
Genetic Cooperative-Competitive Learning Algorithm
(GFS.GCCL) and Structural learning algorithm on
indefinite environment (SLAVE). Genetic algorithm based
machine learning approach named GFS.GCCL, had
generated fuzzy rules for classifying patterns. Slave
algorithm had used iterative approach to discover fuzzy
association rules. This experiment had been performed on
two real-world renowned datasets: Iris dataset and Wine
dataset. It had found SLAVE algorithm provided a better
result than GFS.GCCL algorithm for real world datasets.
Ashish Mangalampalli et.al. [12] Had characterized the
concerns with classical ARM about the sharp partitioning.
First issue as follows i) the sharp ranges creates the
problem of unreliability, the loss of information happens at
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the boundaries of these ranges more accurately. Even at
the small changes in defining these intervals may produce
very unexperienced results which could be also incorrect.
ii) These partitions are not properly attached with
semantics. In fuzzy ARM the revolution of numerical
attributes into fuzzy attributes were done. Prabama
nieswari et.al. [21] Hybridized had done with fuzzy and
frequent item set to mine multidimensional data and also
compared the traditional fuzzy Apriori algorithm. Author
had discussed about Data Mining, FCM, Association
Rules, Frequent item set Fuzzy frequent item set. The
proposed algorithm had determined the more frequent
fuzzy item than other algorithms, the author had stated
that from the analysis proposed method gives best results.
(FFI)-Miner algorithm to mine the complete set of FFIs
without candidate generation. A novel fuzzy-list structure
has used to maintain the essential information for future
mining process. An efficient pruning strategy was also
established to reduce the search space, thus rapid mining
process to directly discover the FFIs. Experiments analysis
are directed to show the performance of the proposed FFIMiner algorithm .the proposed method is compared with
existing Apriori-based and tree based approaches with
metrics execution time and number of traversal nodes for
discovering FFIs in modifications of membership functions.

3.

EXISTING ALGORITHM

3.1
Genetic Algorithm
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a robust search approach to
solve a problem. The main benefits of GA are natural
evolution and optimization technique [14]. However, the
main disadvantages of GA are inability of storing and
handling fuzziness [14}.The main advantages of fuzzy AR
remain imprecise reasoning and inaccuracy [14]. GA is one
of the least information finding structure and in some sense,
mines fuzzy association rules based on systems concerning
the structure choices, enabling which decision to choose for
what segments and which ones to mine as per the
execution measures. Such attributes lead to the design the
framework of an intelligent system with genetic fuzzy
hybridization which is a promising research field of present
day computational intelligence that is concerned with the
development of intelligent systems. This approach is also
known as Genetic Algorithms controlled by Fuzzy Logic. In
this approach GA utilizes FL in order to adjust its
parameters or operators to improve its performance. The
Integral parameters of GA such as fitness function and
stopping criterion are fuzzified. Hence computational
resources can be optimized from over usages [16] [20].
Pesudocode for Genetic Algorithm
Input: Initialize the parameters Trans, Im, F, FIM, FR,
Trans - {t1, t2….tm} total no of transactions
Im- {i1, i2….in} total no of items in the
Transaction
F= {f1, f2, f3…fx} Fuzzified dataset
FIM –No of Frequent items
FR –No of Rules
Output: Fuzzy Rules
Procedure:
Step 1: An initial population is generated by using
Fuzzy IF-THEN rules.
Step 2: Each fuzzy IF-THEN rule is evaluated in the
Present Population.
Step 3: New fuzzy rules are generated by genetic
Operators.
Step 4: A previous population is replaced by the
Newly generated Rules
Step 5: Stop the algorithm if a stopping condition is
Met, Back to Step 2
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3.2
SLAVE Algorithm
SLAVE algorithm is one of the fuzzy rules learning algorithm
after developed in 1994. It is used as benchmark new
algorithms [9]. After implementation, this algorithm has
been altered many times after 1996. When SLAVE
algorithm first executed at time 1994, there were very few
algorithms for fuzzy rule learning. The significant
recommendations are proposed by Wang et al. Both
algorithms were centered on control rule learning
(regression problem). For working with noise influenced
framework, SLAVE approach has been discovered where
the existing learning approach does not distribute expected
outputs in some situations [10]. The algorithm can define
the rules which describe the system from all the variables
proposed (feature selection). SLAVE algorithm mainly
emphases on iterative approaches. Gonzale and Perez
proposed a modified initial iterative approaches used in
SLAVE [11]. In this process, their thought was to more data
was incorporated to learn one single rule. This data is
merged into the iterative methodology over an alternate
proposition of calculus to determine the positive and
negative guide to a rule. A new function and extra genetic
operators are also proposed that can decrease the time
required for learning and develop the understanding of the
rules that are obtained. Gonzale and Perez further worked
on the SLAVE algorithm. Later they reduced the time
needed for learning processing obtaining a complete rule in
the each iteration [12].
Pesudocode for SLAVE Algorithm
Input: Initialize the parameters T, I, F, Fi, Far,
T - {t1, t2….tm} total no of transactions
I- {i1, i2….in} total no of items in the
Transaction
F= {f1, f2, f3…FX} Fuzzified dataset
Fi –No of Frequent items
Far –No of Rules
Output: Fuzzy frequent items and Rules
Procedure:
Step 1: A genetic algorithm procedure is used to
Acquire ONE RULE for the framework.
Step 2: The rule is collected to obtain final set of
Rules.
Step 3: Check this rule and penalize it.
Step 4: If the terminating condition is fulfilled, the
Framework returns the set of rules as
Solution.

to Step 1.

Fuzzy Frequent Itemset (FFI)-Miner
Algorithm
In this algorithm, the maximum scalar cardinality strategy is
adopted, thus making the number of transformed terms
used in later processing equal to the number of the original
items. This strategy can be used to find the most
represented term of each item in the original databases
[15]. Strategy 1. (Maximum scalar cardinality) For a
linguistic variable i, the fuzzy terms with the maximum
scalar cardinality (support) among the transformed fuzzy
terms is used to present the linguistic variable (item) of
FAM. After that, the quantitative database is then revised to
keep the represented fuzzy terms if they are considered as
3.3
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the fuzzy frequent 1-itemsets. The kept transformed fuzzy
terms of each transformed transaction are sorted in their
support-ascending order. This strategy can be used to
easier find the fuzzy values between the transformed fuzzy
terms based on the designed fuzzy-list structures [16].
Strategy 2. (The support-ascending order) For the
remaining fuzzy terms with their fuzzy values in a
transaction, the fuzzy terms are sorted in their supportascending order to perform the intersection operation for
discovering their support values among the fuzzy k-terms
(k≥ 2). -ascending order strategies, the original Based on
the maximum scalar cardinality and the support databases
can be transformed as the fuzzified databases [15] [16]
[18].
Pesudocode for Algorithm FFI-Miner
Input: FLs, fuzzy-list of 1-itemsets; δ.
Output: FFIs, the set of complete fuzzy frequent
Itemsets.
Procedure
For each fuzzy-list X in FLs do
If SUM.X.if ≥ δ × |QD| then
FFIs ← X ∪ FFIs.
End if
If SUM.X.rf ≥ δ × |QD| then
ExFLs ← null.
For each fuzzy-list Y after X in FLs do
ExFL ← exFLs + Construct(X, Y).
End for
FFI-Miner (exFLs, δ).
Return FFIs.
End if
End for

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1Datasets
In experimental analysis, three different databases have
been used. I.e. Chain store, Foodmart and chess are taken
from FIMI repository. The features of the database are
shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1
DATA SET DESCRIPTION
Dataset

No
of
Transaction
4141
100719
3196

Foodmart
Chain store
chess

No
of
Items
20
30
36

Avg.length
Items
20
20
20

of

4.2 Performance Measures
To examine the performances of existing algorithm four
performance measures are taken i.e. Number of frequent
items, Number of rules, Execution time and memory space
were described below.
4.2.1 Number of Frequent items
These measure represents the number of frequent items
are identified from the three datasets in four existing
algorithm.
TABLE.2
NUMBER OF FREQUENT ITEMS

3.4 Multiple Fuzzy Frequent Itemset (MFFI)-Miner
Algorithm
The problem in fuzzy frequent itemset mining (FFIM)
process do not rapidly process the required information and
also discover frequent itemset. To overcome this problem
multiple fuzzy frequent itemset mining MFFIs, was
introduced to speed up the generation of frequent item set.
Whereas the support count of each fuzzy itemset X is no
less than the pre-defined minimum support count as: where
d is the minimum support threshold, and |D| is the database
size [18]. In the transformation Phase For the quantitative
database, the pre-defined membership functions are used
to convert the quantitative value of each linguistic variable
(item) into several fuzzy linguistic terms (fuzzy itemsets)
with their membership degrees (fuzzy values) [16] [18]. The
fuzzy values of the same fuzzy itemset are summed up
together as the support value of the fuzzy itemset. In this
phase, if the fuzzy itemset with its support count is no less
than the minimum support count, it is considered as the FFI
and kept in the transformed databases. Strategy 1 For the
remaining fuzzy itemsets with their fuzzy values in a
transaction, the fuzzy itemsets are sorted in their supportascending order to perform the intersection operation for a
later construction and mining process of fuzzy kitemset[18]. Pesudocode for Algorithm FFI-Miner
Input: FLs, fuzzy-list of 1-itemsets; δ.
Output: MFFIs, the set of multiple fuzzy frequent
Itemsets for each fuzzy-list X in FLs do
If SUM.X.if ≥ δ × |D| then
MFFIs ← X ∪MFFIs.
If SUM.X.rf ≥ δ × |D| and SUM.X.if ≥ δ ×
|D| then
ExFLs ← null;
End if
For each fuzzy-list Y after X in FLs do
ExFL ← exFLs + Construct(X, Y);
MFFI-Miner (exF Ls, δ);
Return MFFIs.
End for
End if
End for
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Existing
Dataset

GA
1908

SLAVE
2078

FFI
2697

MFFI
3123

Chain store

5498

5345

5673

5823

Chess

29831

32344

34023

36721

SLAVE

FFI

MFFI

Food mart

70000
60000
50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0
GA

Existing
Chess

Food mart

Chain store

FIGURE 1. ANALYSIS OF FREQUENT ITEMS
Table.1 illustrates the Number of Frequent Items
determined and figure 1 shows the. Analysis of Frequent
Items. MFFI algorithm gives more number of frequent
itemsets
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40000
35000
30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0

4.2.2 Number of Rules
This measure represents the number of fuzzy association
rules Discovered. Table.2 determines the Number of fuzzy
rules generated and figure 2 shows the. Analysis of fuzzy
rules. MFFI algorithm gives more number of Fuzzy rules.
TABLE.2
NUMBER OF RULES

GA

SLAVE

Existing
Dataset

GA

SLAVE

FFI

MFFI

Food mart

12967

12377

13012

14321

Chain store

27986

27453

28913

29112

Chess

42924

46178

53901

57901
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FFI

MFFI

Existing
Chess

Food mart

Chain store

FIGURE 3. EXECUTION TIME
4.2.4 Memory space
The amount of the storage space occupied by then Existing
and proposed algorithms. Table 4 and figure 4 describes the
comparison of memory space, from the analysis it has
proved that proposed algorithm produces better result than
existing algorithm

70000
60000
50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0

TABLE.4
MEMORY SPACE
GA

SLAVE

FFI

MFFI

Existing
Dataset

Existing
Chess

Food mart

GA

SLAVE

FFI

MFFI

Food mart

15124

15423

12567

10675

Chain store

36278

36987

30781

29673

Chess

45673

45911

36561

34782

Chain store

FIGURE 2. ANALYSIS OF RULES
4.2.3Execution Time
The length of time the algorithm spends to reach the
optimal solution. In this work, the efficiency of the algorithm
is calculated by using the CPU time. Table 3 and figure 3
illustrates the comparison of Execution Time

50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0

TABLE.3
EXECUTION TIME
Existing

GA

Dataset
GA

SLAVE

FFI

MFFI

Food mart

5164

5623

5623

4034

Chain store

17123

17451

10556

12345

Chess

35627

36127

32781

31673

SLAVE

FFI

MFFI

Existing
Chess

Food mart

Chain store

FIGURE 4 MEMORY SPAC
E

5. CONCLUSION
In this research work, four well known algorithms namely
Genetic algorithm (GA), SLAVE algorithm, Fuzzy Frequent
Itemset (FFI) algorithm and Multiple Fuzzy Frequent Items
(MFFI) algorithm have been applied on different datasets.
The GA and SLAVE algorithm are based on genetic
algorithm that extracts fuzzy association rule. Multiple
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Fuzzy Frequent Items is the extension Fuzzy Frequent
Items of These four algorithms are compared with four
performance measures i.e. number of frequent items,
number of fuzzy rules, execution time and memory space.
Finally from the above analysis Multiple Fuzzy Frequent
Items (MFFI) algorithm gives better performance than other
algorithm. In future, more real world datasets can be used
for this performance analysis.
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